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Galactic teachings and practices to raise your vibrational energy and create a life of joy, abundance,

and ease  * Provides direct transmissions of spiritual technology from the Council of Light to activate

the 11 Rays of Light  * Reveals that by shifting your consciousness and raising your inner vibration,

you can change your daily life experience and manifest the life you want  * Includes guided journeys

and exercises to manifest health, wealth, happiness, and purpose and to form a direct connection

with the Council of Light  Through her advanced spiritual work with Thoth, Danielle Rama Hoffman

was introduced to the Council of Light--an intergalactic group of thousands of light beings from

across the Multiverse. Their purpose is to support individuals as they shift into Unity Consciousness

and return to their natural state of joy. The Council transmitted the teachings in this book for those

seeking to accelerate their journey toward health, wealth, happiness, and their soul's deepest

desires.  The Council's teachings reveal that by shifting your consciousness and raising your inner

vibration, you can change your daily life experience and manifest the life you want. These direct

transmissions of spiritual technology from the Council include activations for the 11 Rays of Light,

guided journeys and meditations, and written, spoken, energetic, and breathwork exercises to

creatively turn your debt into wealth, transfigure your food into light for better health and well-being,

enhance your abilities for interdimensional travel, and return to your natural inner state of joy. The

Council explains how each Ray of Light has a specific vibration and application and can assist in

removing any blocks to achieving your soul's purpose. The Emerald Ray, for example, activates the

signature energy of your authentic and full self, and the Venus Ray, the Ray of Opulence, supports

alignment with abundance and prosperity.  Offering an opportunity to form a direct connection with

the Council of Light, this book provides practical tools to move from a life of worry, debt, exhaustion,

and isolation to one of joy, abundance, purpose, ease, and connectedness, with a team of Divine

supporters to assist you along the way.
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The Council of Light is a wonderfully positive and empowering book full of heart and joy. Danielle

Rama Hoffman and the Council of Light not only provide practical steps for increasing health,

wealth, happiness and purpose in our lives they also support us to connect into our own inner

guidance and wisdom to co-create with the Divine the life we desire to live.The Council of Light

reminds us that our natural state is one of joy. Joy resonates at a high frequency and this high

frequency can transform our lives when we connect into and feel joy in all its forms, such as in

feeling gratitude. Feeling joy and gratitude increases prosperity in all of the areas of our lives and

ripples outward to others and to our world. The areas of prosperity are infinite. This alchemy of joy

aligns us with more of what we seek in our soul's evolution and transforms our lives. This book

gives practical and helpful teachings on how to connect in and live from this state of joy.Along with

joy the Council of Light speaks of the high frequency of love and that at its essence it is pure heart

energy and unity. They explain the ways in which you can experience more love in all of its forms

and reminds us that love is part of our nature. The Council of Light gives gentle and practical

guidance in how to allow that love to shine through and align with what we already are.This book is

very good at explaining the nature of unity and the illusion of duality such as in the areas of health or

wealth and that even in experiencing a lack of health or wealth there is also well being and

abundance that exists at the same time.

As many of the other reviewers pointed out... when you are ready for this, it will come to you. This is

what happened to me. I have been what one would call "awakening" for some years now, which is

to say, "remembering" my natural state. I was really struggling a few weeks ago... I kept injuring

myself and even had a small car accident and I knew there were messages I just wasn't

understanding through my physicality. I didn't know up from down. I wanted to both be in my body

completing my mission here and to also leave my body, to float right on up through those beautiful

clouds to the stars... I'm sure any of you reading this know what I mean. I had so many questions

and just a lot of frustration. This was different from the original wake up call and 'ascension'



symptoms I have been experiencing for years now. It felt like... I was ready to plunge down the

rabbit hole but I had no mentor, no tangible guidance. Though I knew and was told I was supported

by my support crew on the other side, I felt very much like everyone and everything was leaning on

me and yet I myself had no one to lean on. I confided in a long-distance friend who has been

through this and sent her an email, with the subject reading "I Still Need Help". Now, I need to

explain what I do for a living. I take photos of vehicles at a car dealership and upload them to the

web. Well, I sent this email to her, trying not to cry at work and just feeling so aimless. I then went

out to take some pictures. When I came back inside and was uploading photos, I noticed one I took

of the vehicles radio. It said "12:34 HELP". For those of you who know about angel numbers, the

"1234" was clearly an ascension number, as in progress, progressing up. And then the radio data

says HELP.
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